Abstract. The P-found protein folding and unfolding simulation repository is designed to allow scientists to perform analyses across large, distributed simulation data sets. There are two storage components in P-found: a primary repository of simulation data and a data warehouse. Here we demonstrate how grid technologies can support multiple, distributed P-found installations. In particular we look at two aspects, first how grid data management technologies can be used to access the distributed data warehouses; and secondly, how the grid can be used to transfer analysis programs to the primary repositories -this is an important and challenging aspect of P-found because the data volumes involved are too large to be centralised. The grid technologies we are developing with the P-found system will allow new large data sets of protein folding simulations to be accessed and analysed in novel ways, with significant potential for enabling new scientific discoveries.
Introduction
Protein folding is one of the unsolved paradigms of molecular biology, the understanding of which would provide essential insight into areas as diverse as the therapeutics of neurogenerative diseases or bio-catalysis in organic solvents. Protein folding simulations are time-consuming, data intensive and require access to supercomputing facilities. Once completed, few simulations are made publicly available -this hinders scientists from accessing data reported in publications, performing detailed comparisons, and developing new analytical approaches. A platform to allow access to protein folding and unfolding simulations, and to support data mining functionalities would clearly benefit the field.
The P-found project [1] aims to create a distributed public repository for storing molecular dynamics simulations, particularly those concerned with protein folding and unfolding. It aims to provide the tools needed to support the comparison and analysis of the simulations and thus enable new scientific knowledge to be discovered and shared.
